METHODOLOGY:-

The Present work would be carried out by using following methodology.

A. Literature survey.
B. Field work.
C. Laboratory work.

A. Literature survey:-

It is important to take an overview of literature available on this topic. Therefore, various libraries such as deccan college pune, jaykar library pune university, pune, Dr.B. S. Ambedkar marathwada university Aurangabad, North maharastra University Jalgaon, pratap college Amalner, S.S.V.P.S. Science college Dhule , Z. B. college Dhule, V.W.S. Arts, science, commerc college Dhule, kisan college parola, Late Anasaheb R.D.Deore Arts, Science, college Mhasadi,Tal.Sakri,Dist.Dhule, J JT University, Rajasthan referred. The require Literature is also collected from different journals, magazines, newspapers, books and websites. For detailed study of various aspects of the problem “Geographical study of socio-economic changes of tribal in nanurbar District (M.S.)”.The secondary data has been collected from the following sources.

2. Research journal on socio-economic change.
4. Statistical census handbook and gazetter of Nandurbar District.
5. Data regarding temperature, rainfall, humidity is collected from Agriculture Department Nandurbar District.
6. For the preparation of basic map, the map of Groundwater Survey and Development Agency (G.S.D.A.) Geological map of study area, Toposheets of survey of India were used.
7. Seminar, conference and workshops organized at national and International level.
B. Field work:-

(1) Pilot observation of the study Area.
(2) Collection of data regarding physiographic, drainage, soil and climate.
(3) Collects of data regarding socio-economic change from government agencies of NGO

C. Laboratory work:-

The laboratory work includes the preparation of different maps from SOI Toposheets, G.S.D.A. map, district planning map, Nandurbar District geological map etc. The data collected from the field is analysed and computed in the form of tables. The data is analysed and interpreted with the help of different types of maps and diagrams. From this purpose various cartographic techniques were taken. Final writing of detail report is done in the laboratory.

*ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEXT:*

The work is divided into six chapters. The first chapters Introduction is attempting to highlight the nature of geography, objectives, hypothesis, methodology, as well as review of research work.

The chapter second highlights on physical, setting of the region. In the physical setting natural wealth, Forest, Mineral, Fisheries, climate, soil, Drainage, geology, Natural vegetation is explained. The third chapter socials status of tribal give in formation abact. Population, population density, sex ratio, schedule caste and tribes population. The forth chapter economic status throws light on general land use. Agriculture land use, area under irrigation, cropping pattern, occupation structure etc. are discussed. The fifth chapter changes in tribal is in connection changes due to various government schemes for tribal community. It also includes attendant of NGO for the development of tribal population.

The six and last chapter will be the summary, conclusion and suggestion of the study.